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Preface
Special issue on evolutionary problems
The inspiration for this volume came in part from some recent perspectives of the mathematical landscape. Such
perspectives depend on the viewpoint of the observer. The combination of information overload, and the frequent need
of individuals to concentrate upon their own areas of scholarship and research, is a powerful inhibitor of an in-depth
appreciation of all the frontiers of mathematical research. (Even within the conﬁnes of this volume, the occasional
diversity of terminology reﬂects the differing backgrounds of the authors.) This Special Issue was seen as providing
an opportunity to illuminate some recent advances, trends, and frontiers in the area of Evolutionary Problems which
deserve to feature in a panoramic scenario.
The mathematical sciences provide a foundation for the other sciences, medicine, engineering, economics, ﬁnance,
decision processes, control, etc. Thus, the role ofmathematicsmakes its contribution tomodern knowledge and thinking
amatter of practical as well as aesthetic and cultural concern.Moreover, the emphasis—in the published editorial policy
of this Journal—upon papers of high scientiﬁc value in all areas of computational and applied mathematics makes it
an appropriate vehicle for the wide range of papers in the current volume.
The scope of the subject “Evolutionary Problems” can be extended by adopting a sufﬁciently broad perspective,
but we took it here to include: (a) applications and model construction, (b) analysis, (c) numerical analysis, and (d)
algorithms—each relevant to deterministic or stochastic problems displaying an evolutionary process in “time”. The
forms of the problems discussed include: (i) difference and summation equations, (ii) differential equations, and (iii)
integral equations (equations involving fractional integration or differentiation lie at an interface between (ii) and (iii)).
Both deterministic and stochastic problems are considered.
Addressing new problems, devising new methods, the presence of memory terms, of strong non-linearities or of
discontinuities, the invocation of less familiar areas of mathematics, the transition from basic theory to well-founded
methodologies, and the complexities of mathematical systems and of theory and practice are some of the aspects
that lend excitement to research results presented here. Our coverage represents an interdisciplinary view within
the mathematical sciences which the Guest Editors value highly, but the issue of model construction also implies a
commitment to interdisciplinary study in a wider sense, that they deem equally valuable.
The methodology adopted by the Guest Editors (in consultation with each other) was to approach a number of the
leading researchers in the areas of interest, to ask whether they felt able to contribute or to nominate younger researchers
who were making signiﬁcant contributions in the area. However, the contents of this volume depend in part upon a
measure of serendipity, and, with space limitations, the possibilities for inclusion of noteworthy research have not
been exhausted in this volume. The variety of papers that result is best assessed by perusing the individual abstracts
(available on later pages and reproduced on Elsevier’s web pages at http://www.sciencedirect.com/). The
task of securing referee opinion and assessing papers was divided equally amongst the Guest Editors. To all involved
in the preparation of this Special Issue, the Guest Editors proffer their sincere thanks.
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